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Minutes were prepared by Somers Smott.  

I. Introductions and Meeting Protocol (P. Geer) 

Mr. Jeff Deem called the meeting to order at 6:00pm. Chief Pat Geer laid out the agenda for the 

night including some basic ground rules. This meeting was strictly about the three emergency 

measures on striped bass that were approved at the August 27 Commission meeting: a recreational 
possession limit of one fish per person per day, a recreational maximum size limit of 36” total 

length, and a commercial gill net maximum mesh size of 7” in the Bay and 9” on the coast.  

 

II. Presentation of Emergency Measures for Virginia (A. Aspinwall) 

Mr. Alex Aspinwall explained why the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 

(ASMFC) is moving forward with votes on the Addendum VI of Amendment 6 of the striped 

bass Fishery Management Plan (FMP). He described how the fishery is overfished and 

overfishing is occurring (spawning stock biomass and fishing mortality reference points exceed 

threshold levels). He described how there would be at least an 18% recreational harvest cut 

coastwide mandated by ASMFC. He explained the difference between the new Addendum VI 

and future Amendments that will be coming in the future. He finished by showing the benefits of 

Virginia taking action now versus waiting until the vote on Addendum VI and/or possible future 

Amendments. These include improving the stock status, protecting the above average year 

classes (fish at lengths 14”-15”) coming through the fishery, enhancing future recruitment to the 

stock, and achieving the reductions required under Addendum VI.   

 

III. Questions Regarding Emergency Measures for Virginia 

A verbatim record of all questions asked by FMAC and the public is available on the agency 

website at mrc.virginia.gov. Questions from FMAC members were taken first after the 

presentation. Mr. Tom Powers wanted to know if these measures were going to be counted 



 

 

against us at any future ASMFC meeting and what would happen if 2019 became the new target 

year. Mr. Aspinwall assured him he would not let that happen and, as a technical committee 

member, he would remind ASMFC of the preemptive measures Virginia took for striped bass. 

Mr. Michael Lightfoot brought up the commercial fish size limit of 28” using gillnets in the Bay 

starting March 26 so most commercial fishermen have those larger mesh sizes out of the water 

before then. He believes if the mesh size was phased in over a period of 6 months to a year, more 

people would be able to comply. He wanted to have better understanding of why we wanted to 

do this, to which Mr. Aspinwall described the benefits. Mr. Lightfoot also wondered what other 

states have taken preemptive action, and Mr. Aspinwall said Massachusetts and Maine. Mr. 

Ernest Bowden wanted more clarification on how these measures reduce discard mortality. Mr. 

Aspinwall explained that minimum size limits increase dead discards, and reducing the 

possession limit should also reduce dead discards. Mr. Scott MacDonald asked if there was a 

way to save tournaments by removing that maximum size limit, and Mr. Aspinwall explained the 

relationship between larger fish and more viable eggs and year classes. Questions were then 

taken from the general public. Public questions ranged from clarification on CPUE pertaining to 

commercial landings, dead discards, recreational boat limits, and an economic impact on charter 

captains if they can only have 1 fish. Some members of the public asked about a moratorium. A 

few charter captains asked if it was possible to cut the maximum size limit out but reduce their 

season, even as far as removing the spring season altogether and reducing the fall season to just 

November 1 – December 31. 

 

IV. Public Comment on Emergency Measures 

A verbatim record of all public comment is available on the agency website at 

mrc.virginia.gov. Several members of the public expressed interest in implementing a tagging 

program for recreational striped bass (Mr. Mike Avery, Mr. Clint Lessor, Mr. Donald Thrift, Mr. 

Charles Dryden). Staff informed them we are working on a program but cannot have it 

implemented by the beginning of the season in October. Mr. Kelly Place expressed worry about 

how ASMFC doesn’t give state’s credit for proactive motions. He also expressed concern about 

the accuracy of MRIP. A few members of the public said they believed bringing back the crab 

dredge fishery would improve the stocks of striped bass (Mr. George Trice). Several members of 

the public want the commercial mesh size change to happen gradually over a 6 month to a year 

period, not immediately. They need time to switch out their gear and rehang the nets (Ms. 

Beverly Ludford). Multiple comments were made that 7” mesh was not readily available to all 

areas and would have to be ordered. There was some support for cutting the recreational fall 

season to November 1 through December 31 and getting rid of the maximum size limit (Mr. 

Clint Lessor and other charter boat captains). Mr. Jerry Hughes worried about how long it is 

taking him to find the larger fish. Mr. Robert Hollowell spoke on how striped bass wait until 

spiny dogfish leave the area to enter the Bay.  

 

V. Motions and Polls on Measures 



 

 

Committee members had several discussions of how to find less severe measures to present 

to the commission pertaining to the striped bass fishery. Mr. Bowden feels as though the fishery 

should have collapsed if it has been overfished for so long. He also worried about the fish we 

save going up to New England to meet their demise. He expressed concern about the charter boat 

industry and about how commercial fisherman cannot change out their gear quick enough. Mr. 

Bob Sinclair wondered about the implementation of the tagging program, and Chief Geer assured 

him it would take at least until next summer to get going. Mr. Lightfoot reminded everyone 

about the charter captains at the last meeting who asked for a shorter season in return for two fish 

per person. Mr. MacDonald agreed and wondered how it changed the reduction numbers if 

charter boats could keep two fish instead of just one. Mr. Powers expressed concern over the 

James River fishery if the fall season is cut to just November and December. He also worried 

about how much of a reduction the tagging system would actually create since there are so many 

anglers and so many tags. He wondered if we should change the laws pertaining to the types of 

bait used with striped bass. He expressed the need to do something different so we can protect 

the resource. 

The public was then polled on results of the meeting. 13 people were in favor of a 

recreational possession limit of one fish per person per day. 33 people were in favor of charter 

boats being allowed two fish per person per day and private recreational fisherman allowed one 

fish per person per day. None were in favor of a recreational maximum size of 36”. 46 people 

were in favor of a bonus fishery/tagging program for larger fish beginning in summer of 2020. 

None were in favor of a commercial gillnet maximum size of 7”, but if it was implemented over 

a period of time, 6 were in favor.  

Committee members then proceeded with motions. Mr. Bowden made a motion: one fish per 

person per day; no 36” maximum size limit; charter boats get: one fish per person per day during 

October 4-Ocotober 31 with a maximum size of 36” and two fish per person per day during 

November 1-December 31 with one being over 36” during the fall season, and the captain and 

the mate do not count towards the possession limit; and finally no maximum mesh size for 

commercial gillnets unless it’s phased in at a later date. Mr. John Bello made a substitute motion 

for a 36” maximum size limit that applies to all recreational fisherman including charter boats, 

and the rest of the motion remains the same. This substitute motion fails due to a lack of a 

second. The original motion by Mr. Bowden was then seconded by Mr. MacDonald. The 

motion carries 4-1-2, with Mr. Sinclair and Honorable Dr. Ken Neill abstaining.  

 

VI. Adjournment 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:26pm.  


